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The latest issue of the *Quaderni Fiorentini* is dedicated to the history of political enmity in Europe. Across the thirty-six articles contained therein, the historical, doctrinal, philosophical and sociological aspects of the way in which hostility has been conceived throughout both the medieval and modern traditions is addressed. It starts with the Crusades and ends by considering the legal and political questions arising from the recent proliferation of 'enemies' in the context of global terrorism and the increasing significance of security-oriented ideologies. Considering the size of the volumes, more space could have been given to sixteenth and seventeenth century enmity, all the more so because some nineteenth and twentieth century issues seem to be over-represented.

Does it still make sense to speak of 'Rights of the Enemy'? The editor, Pietro Costa, says yes. In his introductory article, he asserts that this means approaching a «fluid and uncertain zone, hovering between law and politics, order and violence, rule and exception». This grey zone has never been dissolved by modern lawyers, despite their efforts to conceptualise and absolutize either of such opposing terms.

For better or worse, it seems that addressing 'The Rights of the Enemy' today entails engaging with Carl Schmitt. He is mentioned repeatedly in the *Quaderni* and there are specific articles on his understanding of 'Law and Hostility' and his 'Concept of Piracy', too. Geminello Preterossi argues that, although the Schmittian notion of the political enemy as a community’s existential threat may render inter-state war scenarios obsolete, it remains valid in relation to new forms of enmity.

Moreover, Schmitt’s emphasis on the 'intensity of the conflict' can be recovered in order to distinguish actual enemies from the generi-
cally discriminated, marginalised or excluded through social practices or the law. This being so, the argument presented by Elisabetta Grande seems problematic. She claims that in some Western countries today, homeless people, illegal immigrants, and the poor in general are publicly perceived as enemies of society. However, while there is certainly an alarming tendency to criminalise such social groups at present, that does not necessarily make them ‘real enemies’ in the eyes of the public. The point is rather, as Pietro Costa puts it, that the classical categories of public and internal enmity are not exhaustive because the enemy is whoever threatens or attacks the constitutive elements of a given political and legal order.²

It seems well-established by now that, despite its ideological character, Schmitt’s theory is a useful hermeneutic tool. However, one should not give in to *Nomos*-enthusiasm for this reason alone. Geminello Preterossi states that contemporary ‘hyper-sovereignties’ are underpinned by the improper use of morals in international relations, not by Schmittian ideas. One may reply that there is no trace of universalism in the doctrines surrounding the use of force as recently advanced by ‘hyper-sovereign’ powers, and that their rhetoric of universalism and international moralism after 9/11 has been especially weak in comparison with traditional narratives of a similar sort. What kind of universalism is this, if it is neither genuine nor well-faked?

Foreign policy today does look like militant Schmittianism. One might wonder whether governments now appeal to the international community in matters of war only to keep their staff busy making reports to the UN – a very laudable intent in times of economic crisis. If what we have experienced in the last decade is a return to policing as the central feature of domestic, as well as foreign, affairs, it is hard to see how a conception based on order for order’s sake can take us any further.

Schmitt is best administered in small doses. Most contributors to the *Quaderni* recognise that, while Schmittian theory is undoubtedly helpful to analyse the increasing trend towards exceptionalising law, such developments represent a dangerous drift from constitutional democracy. The return of politics is more likely to spread fear and uncertainty than provide safety. In particular, in their articles on criminal law, Massimo Donini, Roberto Bartoli and Federica Resta insist that the European legal systems are well-equipped to face the challenges of terrorism as well as illegal immigration and should not relinquish their principles in favour of the regressive logics of security and retribution.

The essays by Sebastián Martín, Monica Stronati and Paolo Marchetti give examples of how, under the influence of state propaganda, press reports and nascent criminology, nineteenth century public opinion began to regard certain criminal figures as enemies of society and mankind. From the 1860’s on, *briganti* and repeat offenders had unquestionably become socially dangerous subjects whose nature was analysed according to pseudoscientific criteria in an attempt to discover how they might be properly eradicated. Martín and Stronati stress the political implications of this process in Spain and Italy, where exceptional legislation and the deployment of the army amounted to a particularly harsh form of repression. Marchetti focuses on the complicity between law and medicine that underpinned these developments and comes to the conclusion that recidivists and perpetrators of atrocious crimes were often punished not because they had breached the law, but because they were conceived as ‘constitutively ‘monsters”
and irreparably hostile to society. The same was said of revolutionaries and anarchists, who were deemed to be sworn enemies of all well-ordered commonwealths and could be punished on the basis of suspicion alone. This policy put into question the capability of modern legal systems to apply the principle of equality before the law and to overcome the two-tiered approach of the Ancien Régime of penal justice.

Maria Pia Paternò shows, however, that even the apparent irreconcilability of Restoration and Revolution was not necessarily conducive to 'absolute enmity'. She recalls Metternich’s respectful attitude towards the prisoner Federico Confalonieri, an Italian insurrectionist but also a European nobleman like himself, points out the differences between the detention of Silvio Pellico and Pietro Maroncelli at the Spielberg Fortress and that of Primo Levi at Auschwitz. She deduces that 'in Restoration Europe, the enemy was never totally the Other, nor was he deterministically an enemy, ab origine, as if he constitutively could not be something other than that'.

Political adversaries were denied freedom and were heavily punished for instigating rebellion, but they were not systematically sentenced to death or deprived of their human dignity. To stop the 'moral gangrene' of the 'revolutionary principle', it was not imperative to amputate those members of the social organism which posed a risk to its health.

When speaking of 'absolute enmity' in Western history, scholars usually refer to the kind of hostility that appeared during the Crusades and the Wars of Religion, was then neutralised by Westphalia, secularised and recovered by the French Revolution, neutralised again, and finally came back with the major ideologies of the twentieth century. According to many, we still live in a climate of absolute and universal enmity. If binary categories such as 'absolute enmity', 'Freund/Feind', inclusion/exclusion are appealing in that they simplify phenomena that we hardly grasp and help us decide about what stance to take in theory and life, it is less clear whether they are useful for the purposes of historical understanding.

Tomaž Mastnak, author of a contribution regarding the medieval struggle between Christians and Muslims, likely takes a different view on the usefulness of dichotomies. Although he is correct that the wars against the 'Infidels' were made possible by an unreflected religious hostility and were fomented by the Church to enhance Christianity's internal unity, he overlooks the fact that propaganda in favour of 'absolute enmity' was not always effective and that military operations in the Holy Land were sometimes conducted according to the rules of chivalry. The thesis that the Crusades were far more brutal than inter-Christian or inter-Muslim conflicts is well-known. What is desirable now is to historicise it by considering the research of military historians.

Diego Quaglioni indicates in his article on Jews that the position of non-Christians in medieval Europe cannot be understood in simplistic categories. Jews were neither merely discriminated against nor tolerated, rather they experienced both. Quaglioni asserts that the regulation of their status and relationship with Christians rested on restrictive, as well as permissive, rules – a fact to which the oscillating character of much contemporary legal literature attests. Under Roman Law, for instance, Jews could be regarded as cives Romani, despite the Church’s increasingly persecutory tendencies, which had escalated since the Fourth Council of the Lateran. Quaglioni reminds us that the characterisation of Jews as Christianis infesti was not just a product
of theology and prejudice, but also a useful means for canonists to assert the supremacy of spiritual power over earthly authorities. In this regard, anti-Semitism was largely instrumental to concrete political ends in a manner similar to the anti-Islamism of the Crusades.

This is not to deny that religious hostility managed both to trigger and embitter bloody wars in Europe until the age of Louis XIV. As is evident in the articles on the history of international law by Aldo Andrea Cassi, Francesco Mancuso, Luigi Nuzzo and Michel Senellart, the neutralisation of theological and moral elements in the theory and practice of warfare that started in the sixteenth century took a long time and was never completely achieved, not even in the heydays of the Kabinettskriege. Mancuso points out that Emer de Vattel, designated by many commentators as the first consistent denier of the just war doctrine, did not shrink away from using moral arguments to discriminate against public enemies when they jeopardised the international community as a whole. In such circumstances, the adversary was not only «unjust» but he was also a criminal (maybe he would have gotten away with it in the Middle Ages). Such «opacities» were, and partly still are, structural to international law as a political pseudo-naturalist or pseudo-positivist discipline. As Michel Senellart shows, they can also be detected in the epoch-making work of Johann Caspar Bluntschi, who advocated both humanity and imperialism in the same breath. In the international legal narratives on civilisation and colonisation, morals and religion served politics and vice-versa.

Luigi Nuzzo explains that far into the nineteenth century religious and ethical arguments were central to the construction of a deeply European and Christian international legal science that legitimated colonial exploitation. Although policymakers might have been interested in colonisation alone, most scholars actually believed that Christianity and civilization were equivalent and assumed that a «differentiated inclusion» was the proper way non-Christian countries should participate in the international community. In accordance with the idea of a global cultural hierarchy, the treatment accorded to African peoples was very different from that accorded to the Ottoman Empire, China or Japan. This being so, Nuzzo wisely suggests that the traditional chronological criteria of periodisation in international law be integrated with spatial criteria, which would help account for the legal issues specifically related to determinate environments in a given epoch.

Pointing to the connections between external and internal hostility, Bartolomé Clavero argues that colonial experience was the origin of exceptional legislation and also of a «law of the enemy par excellence, a law that can deny rights and refuse guarantees without any restriction». Thus, we are brought squarely back to the reality of world politics after dreaming of the civilising power of international law. From this perspective, the «Rights of the Enemy» are just a device within the self-legitimating and discriminatory discourse of the West.

And yet, most contributors to the Quaderni insist on taking the «Rights of the Enemy» seriously. In a detailed article on the position of the enemy under international law, Giuseppe Palmisano stigmatises the doctrine of pre-emptive war by suggesting that it undermines the principle of sovereign equality and is counterproductive for all in the long term. Since almost all states recognise the fundamental values embodied by the UN and disagree mostly only on the facts, not on the law, he argues that the problem with
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4 Bartolomé Clavero, No distinction shall be made: sujeto sin derechos y enemigo sin garantías en la Declaración Universal de Naciones Unidas, 1945–1966, II 1606.
world order is not the clash of civilizations but the inefficiency of multilateralism. Palmisano accurately reconstructs legal categories that may sound unfashionable, but to which there is currently no alternative if exceptionalism is not to have the last word.
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